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Today is a time of changes and innovation, and 

conventional designs can no longer satisfy increasingly 

high aesthetic appetites of people. Tetris introduces 

interesting Tetris into sofa design by reshaping sofas 

into square grids. Through imaginable combinations of 

modular parts, Tetris will fill your space with vitality and 

infinite possibilities. 
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Natural and Graceful Single Seat 

The main frame made of Russian larch over 

50 years ensures its strong support. 

A seat depth of 560cm is sufficient when you 

rest both legs on it. 

With a wide armrest of 23cm, you can feel 

comfort under your head when lying down. 

Sit down, have a cup of tea, with a book in 

your hand, what a wonderful sunny afternoon. 
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Multi-function Coffee Table 

Send your last E-mail, and let's call it a day. 

Listen, Freud and Druck are whispering. 

Push the top tray slightly, take out your favorite 

book, make yourself a cup of coffee, and 

connect a USB to charge your mobile phone 

after the busy day. When the night falls and 

lights are on, the floor lamp droops its head and 

waits you to start the night. 
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Natural and Puffy as Made of Cloud 

Completion of masterpieces always requires 

high-end materials. Tetris is filled with a 1 :1 

mixture of duck down and highly-elastic fiber, 

which ensures sustainable resilience and avoids 

deformity. Pat the seat slightly after a long-time 

sitting, then it will restore its shape in no time. 

The three-proof (water, oil, and soil) material 

frees this fabric sofa from cleaning problems. 

Stitching and point-drawing techniques ensure 

balanced distribution and steadiness of down. 

Tetris carries craftsmanship into every detail, 

presenting you with zero-pressure sitting 

experience. 
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Get Closer with the Rotatable Backrest 

You know you would like to get some 

fun after signing a massive deal. 

The 360-degree-rotatable backrest 

allows you to sit back to back and 

shoulder by shoulder, 

be it a formal or casual occasion, 

let's forget all the workplace tension, 

and get the party started! 
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Soft Inside and Tough Outside 

People tend to regard business 

as a battle field, and battle-

scarred elites have their keys of 

invincibility: 

expedient mentality to handle 

ever-changing situations; 

upright attitude to suit the 

blooming new times. 
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When modern and concise lines encounter with plump and stocky 

squares, here comes some pleasant surprise. Diverse modular 

combinations are steady, flexible, but are by no means old-fashion, 

making business negotiation here is easy and deliberate. 
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Product Specifications 

ST91.1.MR/CN 

W1310*O1 000*H780(mm) 

ST90.1.MR/CN 

W1060*O1 000*H780(mm) 

ST92.Z.MR/CN 

W1000*O1 000*H780(mm) 

T195.098037 

W980*O370*H240(mm) 

Colors 

SM-SF298 SM-SF27B 

TP-NP11H TP-NP14H 

ST91.RA.MR/CN 

W1080*O1 000*H780(mm) 

ST90.RA.MR/CN 

W830*O1 000*H780(mm) 

ST93.1.MR/CN 

W1000*O1 000*H430(mm) 

ST95.T.MR/CN 

W975*O370*H1 00(mm) 

TP-NP21H TP-NP22H 

ST91.LA.MR/CN 

W1080*O1 000*H780(mm) 

ST90.LA.MR/CN 

W830*O1 000*H780(mm) 

ST94.1.MR/CN 

W1000*O1 000*H660(mm) 

ST91.NA.MR/CN 

W850*O1 000*H780(mm) 

ST90.NA.MR/CN 

W600*O1 000*H780(mm) 

ST96.P.MR 

W400*O400(mm) 
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SM-SU298 SM-SU108 

W-248 W-298 

Pillow 

SM-SU298 

SM-SU10B 

Product specification changes are subjuct to the real product. No further notice prior to changes. 




